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Across
2. In order to free Pusan, MacArthur landed at _____, a port city behind the N. Korean lines
5. Republic of Korea troops were known as the ________
8. Capital of North Korea
9. Term coined by Winston Churchill for the Soviet advancements in Eastern Europe
14. Term used for accusing individuals or groups of being communist without proof
16. Military alliance between Western Europe and the U.S. (initials)
18. Korea is a ________ jutting out from the northeast corner of China
19. MacArthur would not accept the Korean conflict as a _____ conflict
22. Group of Hollywood directors accused of being communis and refusing to answer
HUAC questions
24. Capital of South Korea
25. The North Koreans at the beginning of the was pushed the ROK and U.S. into a small
area of S. Korea called ___
26. Berlin _______, for 10 months U.S.planes brought in supplies to Berlin, which was cut
off by the Soviet's blockade

Down
1. North and South Korea are divided at the _____ parallel
3. Theory that stated if one country fell to communism, others around them would too
4. Leading general of the U. S. forces
6. Type of bomb 1,000 times more powerful than the Atomic bomb dropped on Japan
7. Leader of Communist China
10. U.S> federal agency created to find information overseas (initials)
11. _______ Papers: alleged evidence found in a pumpkin that prove Hiss was a communist
12. After WWII Korea was _____ into two parts
13. Husband and wife accused of spying for the Soviet Union; later executed
15. The ____ War was not a real war but a stand off
17. Both sides wanted a _______ under their own control
20. President after Truman
21. Truman ______ gave aid to Turkey and Greece in order to stop the threat of communism
23. Representative Nixon accused _______ _______, a former presidential advisor with
giving secrets to communist agents

